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EMERGENCY EVACUATION AND ACCESS
MSMU’S proposed project creates significant emergency-access risks. In addition to the potentially
occluded residential box canyon streets, the major traffic artery into which these streets lead is Sunset
Boulevard, a traffic conduit to the 405 Freeway and one of the most congested commercial streets in
California.
The Hillside Federation asks that, going forward, an Evacuation Study and Roadway Capacity
Analysis be required of all large projects in our hillsides.
DESTRUCTION OF WILDLIFE AND BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
In addition to endangering human life and property, the intensification of use generated by this project
poses a serious threat to wildlife habitat and biological resources. As stated in the biological impacts
analysis by Land Protection Partners, a project with a smaller footprint would reduce impacts to the
natural chaparral while complying with the Governor’s 30X30 Executive Order, which prioritizes
protection of wildlife and biological resources.
IN CONCLUSION
The Hillside Federation supports schools. But a school cannot be allowed to grow exponentially if it does
not have the proper infrastructure to support it. Unlike UCLA or USC, Mount St. Mary’s Chalon Campus
is a remote facility high in the urban-wildlands of the Santa Monica Mountains, located at the end of a
dead end street and accessed through a residential community characterized (like so many hillside
communities) by substandard streets and infrastructure.
Our society has long believed continued growth and maximization of resources to be the “best and highest
use” of property and a reliable indicator of a business or institution’s (or individual’s) health and success.
But the time has come to rethink these values. An April 2019 report “Wildfires and Climate
Change: California’s Energy Future” put out by the Governor’s office recommends that local
governments begin to deprioritize new development in areas of the most extreme fire risk. This advice
is especially relevant to the hillsides: we need to start scaling back development and maintaining lower
densities to preserve wildlife habitat and connectivity and protect our hillside environment and residents
from devastating wildfires. How does this translate in the case of the present project? The obvious
solution is for Mount St. Mary’s to build a much smaller gym and utilize the natural environment for
some of their exercise. A more modest gymnasium truly focused on the health and fitness of students
(rather than a showy event center) would reduce the project’s carbon footprint and be far less impactful to
the neighboring residential community as well as the MSMU staff and students, because it would involve
less grading and fewer events outside the academic realm to attract visitors. It might also free up school
resources for other uses. But whatever project MSMU chooses to present, they must support their
application with much more robust and meaningful data, particularly a proper wildfire evacuation plan
and roadway capacity analysis, in order for the significant impacts to be properly disclosed and evaluated.
The Federation of Hillside and Canyon Associations asks the City of Los Angeles to reject the current
EIR and demand a recirculation that includes a higher level of accountability where this and all other
hillside projects are concerned.
Please add us to the notification list for this project.
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Charley Mims, President
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